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Xu Wentao was currently helping Shen Junwen to his feet. 
 
Earlier, he saw the commotion happening over here as well as his little sister being hit by someone. 
 
He was enraged and immediately came rushing forward. 
 
It was already embarrassing enough that the best fighter in school, Xu Wentao, was not able to stand up 
for Shen Junwen, who was beaten up by a girl. 
 
Now, his own little sister was even being bullied. If he didn’t retaliate now, he would really be an 
embarrassment. 
 
“You dare to hit my sister? You’ve grown tired of living, haven’t you?!” 
 
Xu Wentao ran over and gave a kick to Chen Hao’s chest. 
 
“Damn, did you see that? Xu Wentao is getting nervous now!” 
 
“Of course he’s nervous! The guy just got looked down upon, yet he didn’t retaliate. That other young 
man is done for. He even dared to hit Xu Wentao’s little sister!” 
 
“Xu Wentao is obviously going to release all his anger onto this young man!” 
 
Just as the crowd held their breath and watched as the kick landed, they saw Xu Wentao’s figure 
suddenly sped past them after meeting with Chen Hao’s. 
 
As though a kite that broke its string, he immediately flew past their eyes. 
 
He then hit the ground heavily. 
 
Xu Wentao felt as if his body had fallen apart and lost all energy to even stand up. 
 
This very scene caused Wang Xiaohua, who had been worried for Chen Hao, to drop his jaw in shock. 
 
Xu Yangyang, who was strangely excited, was stunned as well. 
 
As for everyone surrounding the fight, they were watching Chen Hao in disbelief. 
 
Whatever happened just now was too fast, and no one saw it clearly. 
 
Xu Wentao had just been thrown past Chen Hao. 
 
How could that be? 
 
Hu Huimin obviously saw what just happened and couldn’t help but stare in disbelief. 
 
In fact, she had heard about Xu Wentao’s talent in fighting. Apparently he was very good at it, and Chen 
Hao was nowhere near being his rival. 
 



But to say that Chen Hao had thrown him out by accident was a bit too forced of an excuse. 
 
“Jiannan! He—” 
 
Fang Yi stuck her tongue out in disappointment and ran to Fang Jiannan’s side. 
 
“I saw it!” Fang Jiannan frowned slightly as she looked at Chen Hao with slight curiosity. 
 
As for Chen Hao, this was the first time that he had applied the skills Qin Yifan taught him. 
 
Frankly speaking, he had acted out of urgency just now, thus he didn’t actually consider his strength 
beforehand. 
 
Nonetheless, whatever Qin Yifan had taught him was definitely useful. 
 
That was also the moment when everyone’s gazes toward Chen Hao changed. 
 
“How powerful! Xu Wentao’s skills in fighting were beaten with just that one move!” 
 
“Exactly. Just now, Fang Jiannan beat Shen Junwen by just a hair in a split second. It looks like she has 
met her match!” 
 
“Yeah, I agree! Chen Hao, go up there and fight for us boys’ reputation!” 
 
Just then, someone was yelling at Chen Hao. 
 
Fang Jiannan was pretty, and she was skilled. But, earlier when she swept her gaze across the group of 
boys, none of them dared to take on her challenge, including Liang Fei. This was extremely embarrassing 
for all of them as boys. 
 
They weren’t men if they couldn’t even beat a girl in a fight! 
 
The crowd felt embarrassed and frustrated in their hearts. 
 
“Chen Hao, get up there! Beat her up!” 
 
“Beat her up!” 
 
“Beat her up!” 
 
“…” 
 
The boys started to cheer. 
 
Meanwhile, the girls also started to cheer for Fang Jiannan, not backing down. 
 
“Chen Hao, go up there! I didn’t expect you to be that powerful!” Wang Xiaohua massaged Chen Hao’s 
shoulders excitedly. 
 
Fang Jiannan was also extremely excited as she looked over at Chen Hao, clearly prepared. 
 



However, Chen Hao was at a loss. 
 
Fang Jiannan was extremely skilled, and she was ruthless in her fights. 
 
He knew that he wasn’t her rival. 
 
“If you’re a man, then come up here and fight! Coward!” Fang Yi yelled at Chen Hao. 
 
To be honest, she really wanted to see Fang Jiannan fight Chen Hao. 
 
“That’s right, if you’re a man then fight!” the girls in the crowd yelled at Chen Hao. 
 
Chen Hao shook his head as he laughed bitterly. 
 
He had really bitten off more than he could chew, but he couldn’t step down now. So, he nodded. 
 
Qin Yifan had taught him five moves in the past three days. 
 
They were to block punches, kicks, swords, daggers, as well as how to fend off someone holding him 
from behind. Those were the five moves he had learned. 
 
These were meant to be used whenever he was in dire need to defend himself. 
 
However, it was clear that they could not be used to win a fight. 
 
Just as Chen Hao was calculating which moves he should use to block Fang Jiannan, she had already 
started running toward him at high speed. 
 
Her speed was incredibly fast for a girl. 
 
Obviously, she had already taken him for a professional fighter. 
 
“We’re done for, she’s already so fierce from the beginning!” 
 
“She’s even more vicious now than when she was up against Shen Junwen!” 
 
“This is getting interesting. How would Chen Hao be able to handle it?” 
 
The crowd watched in shock. 
 
“He definitely can’t, I don’t think Chen Hao has any actual offensive skills!” 
 
“How did Xu Wentao get thrown off by him like that? Could it have been a coincidence?” 
 
The crowd was discussing among themselves. 
 
In a flash, Fang Jiannan rushed in front of Chen Hao, and with a quick turn, she lifted herself up with a 
grand and precise spinning kick in mid-air. 
 
Her strength was fierce, and her movements were swift. 
 



It was as if she had practiced it a million times. 
 
At this moment, Chen Hao recalled a saying, No matter what fancy trick your opponent pulls, if they 
were to kick, use the second method to block their kick. 
 
Right then, Chen Hao quickly pinched an acupoint on Fang Jiannan’s calf and pulled lightly, moving his 
body to the side. He then saw Fang Jiannan lose her balance as Xu Wentao did from before. 
 
He faced her, and like a kite detached from its string, she immediately flew off! 
 
She got thrown out of the area they were fighting in. 
 
“Huh?” 
 
The crowd was even more taken aback with this outcome. 
 
Damn, Fang Jiannan was so powerful, yet she was also beaten in a split second! 
 
Shen Junwen and Hu Huimin were shocked. Even the group of girls with Xu Yangyang, who had been 
cheering at the side, were taken aback as well. 
 
“Jiannan!” Fang Yi was so agitated by this that she immediately called out Fang Jiannan’s name. 
 
She then ran over, helping Fang Jiannan up. 
 
As for Fang Jiannan, she looked as if she had heavily injured her shoulder and was holding onto it as she 
looked at Chen Hao with a strange gaze. 
 
Ever since she was young, she had done everything to be the best. 
 
She knew early on that she was from a different world than others her age. 
 
But who would have guessed that the skill she was proudest of would be defeated one day? This was 
the first time she had ever tasted failure. 
 
Apart from that, this person had only used one move against her. 
 
She didn’t even bother to look at Hu Huimin’s stunned expression. 
 
After that, the whole place erupted with thunderous cheers. 
 
At night, inside a room at the Fang Manor. 
 
“Hiss! Be gentler!” 
 
Currently, Fang Yi was carefully cleaning the wound on Fang Jiannan’s shoulder. 
 
“It’s already so swollen! Hmph, I’m so angry. Every one of us are classmates, so how could he fight you 
with such viciousness? Look at how bad your shoulder is injured! Hmph! He p*ssed me off, so I’m not 
going to bother about being classmates anymore. I’ll get someone to teach him a lesson soon!” Fang Yi 
said angrily. 



 
“Don’t be rash. I lost fair and square!” Fang Jiannan said. 
 
“You didn’t lose! He was clearly cheating!” 
 
Fang Jiannan put on her shirt and looked at Fang Yi helplessly. “Enough. I know very well whether he 
cheated or not. I’ll apply the ointment by myself. You go help call the twelve teachers in here. I have 
something to tell them!”��� 


